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To find out more or to arrange a demonstration, get in touch today.

Founded in 2005, eTech is the leading provider of mobile surveying and workflow 
management software for the UK energy and property services markets. 

eTech build property software working with Energy Suppliers, Installers and 
Assessors supporting the assessment, installation and reporting of suitable 
energy efficient measures. We manage business processes and secure data 
exchange, delivering efficiencies and improved risk mitigation.

Our continued investment in software development is underpinned by our 
technical expertise and industry knowledge. This is key to our operations and 
enables us to work collaboratively with clients and evolve our product base.

ECO Hub



 ● Complete oversight and management of reported ECO measures 
in one overview dashboard with real-time status updates.

 ● Control system administrator and user logins, with defined role 
permissions to ensure appropriate levels of access to ECO Hub.

 ● Manage third party companies that report ECO measures to your 
business, including installer contracts, price books and lots.

 ● Easy to import reported measures and evidence documentation.

 ● Highly customisable measure import system, with configurable 
settings, based on industry standards and user-defined criteria.

 ● Generation of payment advices for contracted partners, including 
clawback mechanisms.

 ● ECO scores automatically calculated on importing measures. 

 ● Automatic data validation checks against reported measures to 
ensure compliance before submission to Ofgem.

 ● Error reports generated for measures that have failed data validation.

 ● Report and manage measures that require Technical Monitoring, 
including Technical Monitoring agent instructions with measure extract, 
upload and validation of results of inspection, installer challenge and 
remediation process, and generation of Ofgem TM report.

 ● Produce and submit Ofgem compliant reports for the installation of 
measures, including extension requests and edited notification reports.

FeaturesOur web based desktop software provides an end to end 
workflow management system, that supports energy 
suppliers through their ECO obligations, in the delivery of 
energy efficiency measures and Ofgem reporting.

Our solution controls the movement and validation of data and 
evidence documentation through the ECO journey. It delivers a 
fully integrated and configurable management tool designed 
to improve workflow processes with maximum efficiency, while 
maintaining quality assurance and compliance.

The software enables instant upload and validation of 
data, automated ECO score calculations, compliant report 
formatting and submission to Ofgem, enabling ECO measures 
to be managed with real-time status updates. 

Highly configurable workflow and rules engine, enables 
suppliers to set their own parameters to suit individual 
preferences. Third party contract management provides 
automated billing, with secure electronic data backup.

Contracted partners upload measure files and 
associated evidence documents; these are auto-
validated against a published data dictionary and 

only accepted into the system once compliant.

Compliance teams can manually spot-check 
measures and evidence, and accept/reject measures.

Measures can be pushed back to partners for 
correction through the workflow tools.

Ofgem compliant notification files (new and edited 
notifications) are generated for accepted measures.

The TM extract generation, result upload and 
challenge process is completed online via the 
Technical Monitoring Agent and Installer. The

supplier has oversight and can intervene as necessary.
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Dashboards, complex search and filtering facilities 
are all included in a simple to use interface.

How it works
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